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Robot Girl

Malorie
Blackman

LRC
[F BLA]
(Quick
Read
Section)

Tom’s Midnight
Garden

Phillipa
Pearce

LRC
[F PEA]

The Time Barrel

Stephen
Biggs

Amazon

The Time
Travelling Cat

Julia
Jarman

Amazon

Claire is keen to find out what her dad has been working
on in his lab. He's been really excited about it and Claire
knows it must be something that will make him even more
famous. But the big reveal isn't at all what she expected
and now Claire has a dilemma on her hands - what do you
do when your dad has created a monster...?
Lying awake at night, Tom hears the old grandfather clock
downstairs strike . . . eleven . . . twelve . . . thirteen . . .
Thirteen! When Tom gets up to investigate, he discovers a
magical garden. A garden that everyone told him doesn't
exist. A garden that only he can enter . . .
Tom and Tish are travelling back to the Middle Ages and
nothing will ever be the same again! When two ordinary
children stumble across a mysterious barrel they find
themselves travelling back in time, and are suddenly thrust
into a fight to the death to save the world from the
clutches of an evil time-changing mastermind called Alisha.
With only the erratic advice of an agent from the Special
Time Division and their own wits to help them, Tom and
Tish are in for the adventure of a lifetime!
Ka, the time-travelling cat, has disappeared, leaving just
one clue. Topher soon realises that she has gone back to
Elizabethan England, and he fears that Ka is in terrible
danger. Cats were tortured in Tudor England, so Topher
must try to find her before it is too late. In doing so, he
meets Queen Elizabeth and Doctor Dee, the court magician
and astronomer, who thinks Ka can help him find the
elusive Philosopher's Stone.
England in the future - but an England that is less rather
than more civilised. This is the time of The Changes - a time
when people, especially adults, have
grown to hate machines and returned to a more primitive
lifestyle. It is a time of hardship and fear...
The Blythes are a big, warm, rambunctious family who live
on a small farm and sometimes foster children. Now Prez
has come to live with them. But, though he seems cheerful
and helpful, he never says a word.

The
Peter
Weathermonger Dickinson

Amazon

Sputnik’s Guide
to Life on Earth

LRC
[F COT]

Frank
Cottrell
Boyd

Then one day Prez answers the door to someone claiming
to be his relative. This small, loud stranger carries a
backpack, walks with a swagger and goes by the name of
Sputnik…

Tempest

Julie Cross

LRC
[F CRO]

Jackson Meyer is hiding a secret. He can time-travel. But he
doesn't know how he does it, how to control it or what it
means. When Jackson, and his girlfriend Holly, find
themselves in fatal danger, Jackson panics and catapults

The Hunger
Games (The
Hunger Games
Trilogy Book1 )

Suzanne
Collins

LRC
[F COL]

Black Spring

Alison
Groggon

LRC
[F GRO]

The Time
Machine

H G Wells

LRC
[CLASSICS
F WEL]

Minority Report

Philip K
Dick

Amazon

A Connecticut
Yankee in King
Arthur Court

Mark
Twain

Amazon

himself two years into his past, further than he's ever
managed before, and this time he can't find a way back to
the future.
First in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy. Set in
a dark vision of the near future, a terrifying reality TV show
is taking place. Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to
appear in a live event called The Hunger Games. There is
only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her younger sister's
place in the games, she sees it as a death sentence. But
Katniss has been close to death before. For her, survival is
second nature.
Black Spring takes the passionate story of Emily Bronte's
Wuthering Heights and re-imagines it in a fantasy
nineteenth-century society set in savage lands sustained by
wizardry, where its people live by the vengeance code of
vendetta.
Hoping to alter the events of the past, a 19th century
inventor instead travels 800,000 years into the future,
where he finds humankind divided into two warring races.
This mind bending story, set in a future society, is about a
police force who use clairvoyants, or precogs, that can see
forward into time, to catch murderers before they commit
their crimes. The story becomes especially interesting
when the chief of police, John Anderton, intercepts a
precognition that he himself is about to murder a man he
has never met! He must set off on his own quest to unravel
the mystery. Will what he discovers force him to fulfill the
prophecy?
This is a story about an ordinary engineer from
Connecticut, Hank Morgan, who is struck on the head and
accidentally transported back to England in the early
middle ages, to the court of King Arthur. He tries to
introduce knowledge from the future, but can't prevent
the death of the King. With its "fish out of water" scenario,
the book is brilliantly funny in places, but it's also an
intriguing satire about romantic notions of the past and the
importance of education and science

